Small nucleolar RNA clusters in trypanosomatid Leptomonas collosoma. Genome organization, expression studies, and the potential role of sequences present upstream from the first repeated cluster.
Trypanosomatid small nucleolar RNA (snoRNA) genes are clustered in the genome. snoRNAs are transcribed polycistronically and processed into mature RNAs. In this study, we characterized four snoRNA clusters in Leptomonas collosoma. All of the clusters analyzed carry both C/D and H/ACA RNAs. The H/ACA RNAs are composed of a single hairpin, a structure typical to trypanosome and archaea guide RNAs. Using deletion and mutational analysis of a tagged C/D snoRNA situated within the snoRNA cluster, we identified 10-nucleotide flanking sequences that are essential for processing snoRNA from its precursor. Chromosome walk was performed on a snoRNA cluster, and a sequence of 700 bp was identified between the first repeat and the upstream open reading frame. Cloning of this sequence in an episome vector enhanced the expression of a tagged snoRNA gene in an orientation-dependent manner. However, continuous transcript spanning of this region was detected in steady-state RNA, suggesting that snoRNA transcription also originates from an upstream-long polycistronic transcriptional unit. The 700-bp fragment may therefore represent an example of many more elements to be discovered that enhance transcription along the chromosome, especially when transcription from the upstream gene is reduced or when enhanced transcription is needed.